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FRAMEN MEDIA 
CONNECTOR

Self serve platforms that facilitate planning and 
buying but are not directly linked to an SSP

Self serve platforms that facilitate planning and buying 
linked directly to an SSP

Specialise in OOH/DOOH 
strategy & planning

A data provider able to provide impression 
multipliers approved by SSPs & DSPs

A technology platform that helps publishers 
manage their inventory in real time

DOOH Screen owners with presence across highways, 
main roads and transit areas, like bus shelters

DOOH Screen owners with presence in malls, 
stores, offices, elevators
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Buy-side: Includes programmatic-ready or automated planning/buying providers that are significantly active in the local MENA market 
Sell-side: Programmatic ready significant digital players that are active in the local MENA Market

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

DATA
Provide data for activation of digital campaigns.
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BROADSIGN

Used to create, schedule, manage & modify 
digital content
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